I. INTRODUCTION
Multivariate Geographically Weighted Regression (MGWR) is a method that takes into account geographical factors as variables affecting the response variable [3] . MGWR model is widely used by researchers in analyzing spatial data in various fields, because the method of MGWR can be used to determine the effect of predictor variables in order to response variables both globally and locally by considering the elements of geography or location as a weighting in estimating the model parameters. the MGWR method is relatively easy in its calculations, it is more effective than others methods and can overcome that model is not stationary in the geographic location (space) [6] . The theory of multivariate spatial data with the Bayesian approach was developed ( [1] , [4] ). Brown at al [1] find a vector of the correlation spatial with random respons. Haas [5] use a Bayesian procedure performed for spatial prediction by multivariate cokriging methods and approaches hierarchy (hierarchical approach) to find models and obtained spatial predictions. Cokriging method is suitable for modeling multivariate spatial that have nonlinear model and non-stationary spatial covarians [7] . The parameters estimation procedure use a combination of generalized least squares (GLS). The modeling and prediction of multivariate spatial data using factor analysis. procedures statistical inference are used to select many factors and make the appropriate model structure with an observation location [2] and the research of the parameters estimation [8] and statistical test for multivariate geographically weighted regression model using the method of maksimum likelihood ratio test [9] .
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
MGWR models is the development of a multivariate spatial linear model with parameter estimator is local to each observation. Assumptions MGWR on the model used is a multivariate normally distributed with mean vector a zero and variance-covariance matrix at each location. In MGWR model the coordinates of the location is one important factor in determining the weighting that will be used to estimate the parameters of the model MGWR.
MGWR model is an extension of univariate spatial linear model with dependent variable (response variable) is more than one. On the MGWR model the relationship between response variables 1 2 , ,..., q Y Y Y and independent variables 1 2 , ,..., p X X X in the-i th location is :
On the MGWR model, error vector 
From equation (1) 
and the estimator of ˆ, 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Parameter Estimation Model MGWR Using Matrix Laboratory
In search of a parameter estimation MGWR model can be done in many ways one of them with Matrix Laboratory (MATLAB). MATLAB is a programming environment for algorithm development, data analysis, visualization, and numerical computation. MATLAB is a program for analysis and numerical computation and a language advanced mathematical programming which formed the basis thinking and use the properties of the matrix form.
As the parameter estimation using a mathematical approach, then in estimating the model parameters need to be compiled Matlab MGWR with the following algorithm. Programming is done in order to simplify the process of estimating the parameters of the gobal multivariate models and model MGWR.
To find a parameter estimation model MGWR with MATLAB can be done by the algorithm as follows :
Algorithm 1 : Parameter estimation beta of multivariate regression models
INPUT
: data X and Y
Step 1 Set
Step 2 Set Output parameter estimation Beta
This algorithm resulted in an estimate parameters Beta of the multivariate regression model.
Algorithm 2 : Statistics Test of a Multivariate Regression Model
INPUT
M X X X X
Step 2 Set
Step 3 F test statistics Step 5 Set
Step Step 1 Set
Step 2
Set Output ij d STOP This algorithm resulted an euclidean distance. Results eucliden distance between the observation location is then used to search the entire weighting an observation. in spatial data analysis, weighting is important because the value of weighting can be used to determine the magnitude of the effect of observations with each other at each location. 
¦ Y Y
Set Output CV l , l STOP This algorithm resulted Cross Validation (CV) dan optimum bandwith (l). the bandwidth is used to determine the best type of weighting to be selected on the model MGWR.
